
LESSONS FOR EVEN YEARS :   2020 2022 2024 etc

TOPIC 1

“WAGONS”COUNTRY SCHOOLS’ ART



Forty seven wagons filled with jet black coal
Some dirty person dug it from the big black hole
Oh yeah, I could be famous 
if I do some fancy tagging
And bomb my name on that big black wagon
When the train comes to a crossing
With red lights flashing
Lots of cars will be stopping
Heaps of drivers will be watching
They will see my name
In colourful graffiti
They will know who I am
But they’ll prob’ly never meet me
My tag will beat
The dude down the street
My letters will be fatter
They’ll be cool over lappers
Gonna blend my colours
Far smoother than my brother’s
Then I’ll emphasise the outline

And my name will fill the frame
If I plan and take my time
My skills will bring me fame
No more wagons on the track
Painted black, black, black, 
When my wagons at the crossing
My name will be in lights
With a ding, ding, dinging
As the warning bells are ringing
I want my wagon to be best
Far better than the rest
So I gotta stop the talking
And get on with the drawing
Let’s do it
Get to it
I know how
So let’s do it
NOW















SERIF                                                              SANS SERIF

















GRAFFITTI

GRAFITTI

GRAFITI

GRAFFITI ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf45BdY3n_w&t=11s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXKE0nAMmg4

How do you spell…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf45BdY3n_w&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXKE0nAMmg4


Your work record

Your tagged black “wagon” as a container for your art.

Folded at the bottom

Colours will be much
brighter with
an “undercoat”
of white.

Your name and school
in ordinary (smallish) 
printing over the back.

HOMEWORK IS R U B B I S H

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/1yl41dy7hjmgYbDY_2LIJX6tBC66yv7Izfb-pMah9nao/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/1yl41dy7hjmgYbDY_2LIJX6tBC66yv7Izfb-pMah9nao/edit
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